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10:00Sips coffee

Standing at flowers 
Waiting for someone

Walks to entrance

Orders spread
Holding coffee
Soft, high pitched voice
Tentative tone
No receipt
Waits for bagel
Takes coffee stirrer from next stand

Walks in a straight line
Walks to bathroom

Two people walk out
Fist bump
Split off
Hands in hoodie pocket

Hugs another person
Asks about vegetables
Smiles
Happy voice
Employee somewhere
Walkie talkie in jeans pocket

Gets plastic bag
Buying pears, lemons
Chewing gum
A few items in cart

Opens up backpack
Digs around for a bit
Pays in cash

Walks past butcher
Looks at surroundings

Takes grapes and compares different bags
Picking up berries
Closely examining them
Looking at other items, deciding if buying or not
Searching for something
Found the leafy greens he wants
Walks around perimeter
Walks behind 
Pays for groceries
Money in envelope

Slowly walking down
Trying to put wallet in pocket
Hunching over 

Walk out
Fresh squeezed juice

Puts coat and bag on table
Settles in chair
Stack of yellow slips of paper
Serious expression
Will be sitting there for a while

Trying to seperate two pennies stuck together
Laughs easily and often
Joyful mood
Polite to cashier Checks out different types of honey

Reads some names/descriptions out loud
Fascinated by variety
Hard time choosing
Verbally expresses thoughts
Smells a candle
Chats with employee
Going to smell all of the candles
Enjoys life
Asks about price of small candles
Picks up box and raises it in the air when asking
Writes on a slip of paper
Excited voice
Buys candles

Buys a few green candles
Makes small talk with cashier
Pays with card
Loud conversation
Exaggerated face expressions
Seems stressed about something
Vented a bit to cashier

Buys large pretzel

Has several large bags
Nasally voice
Stuff on table
Checking purchases
Hair flip 
Trying to balance bags and coffee

Leaves after passing juice stand

Southern accents
Group of 3

Read menu
Eating in a booth

Stopped at linens
Felt the products

One checks time
Pointing and comparing different products
Sweet tooth
Discussing desserts' appearance
One laughs 

Pause
Looking around

Walking past Fair Food Farm stand
Chatting amongst each other
Slow walkers
Looking around and up in wonder
Slowly taking everything in
Figuring out plans for later

Looking at the desserts and the food on display
Commenting
Pointing
Observing

Pointing things out

Backpack on one shoulder
Pulls down hood
Slight limp
Worried face expression

Turns around Quietly waiting in line
Scans options
Looks tired, tired eyes
Orders Thai food
Pays with cash
Looks downcast, kind of sad
Keeps glancing in different directions
Distracted
Mutters to themselves
Does not move very much while waiting
Feet planted the ground
Scratches nose

Continuously checks phone
Holds iPad in one arm
Waiting for Thai food
Takes a few steps while waiting
Stands in front of shelf
Does not look up from phone
Decides they're awkwardly in people's way
Picks up order

Walks to produce section
Then walks back

Walks out

Walks with left hand in pocket
Walks fast
Shifting messenger bag strap

Disgusted expression
Frowning
About to sneeze

Keeps looking behind
Walks to bathroom

Credit card
Keeps looking around
Holding a mess of money and cards
Does not talk


